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FATH is now also represented in Switzerland
Market entry in Switzerland and Liechtenstein
November 5, 2021

Mr Uwe Thomas Lieber will be
launching the business in Switzerland
for FATH. (Image source: FATH GmbH)

Germany/Switzerland – Spalt/Pfäffikon 05/11/2021 – The FATH Group with headquarters in Spalt has also been
represented in Switzerland since 01/10/2021. "The market entry into Switzerland and Liechtenstein is a sign of
our continuous growth. "We are well prepared for the demanding Swiss market and its challenges thanks to our
company history of more than 30 years and our global positioning," says Wido FATH, CEO and founder of FATH.
With sites in Germany, the USA, the PR China, Hungary, the United Kingdom, Mexico, Brazil and the Netherlands,
the Group already has a strong market presence far beyond Europe. Since its repositioning in 2021, FATH identifies
as a global innovation driver for intelligent system solutions in the production environment.
FATH is kicking off in Switzerland with an experienced expert. As sales manager, Mr Uwe Thomas Lieber, who has
held management positions at Würth Industrie Service GmbH & Co. KG, will guide the newly founded FATH
Schweiz AG on the road to success.

FATH offers useful, innovative component and system solutions for shop floor and intralogistics that work
seamlessly together – SOLUTIONS FOR INDUSTRIAL ECOSYSTEMS. Customers achieve excellent value creation in
the industrial environment through highly efficient production and logistics.
In addition to mechanical components and industrial fitting parts, FATH LEAN 4.0 is a key focus. Intelligent
products and solutions are available for lean production to streamline work processes. The portfolio is
supplemented by useful digitalization and automation solutions that optimize production at the interface between
humans, machines and materials. FATH provides a wide range of products in its own name as well as from FATH
brands such as ambos.io and FATH Mechatronics.

"We support our customers with simple and easy-to-implement solutions to increase their productivity and at the
same time enrich the working experience of employees," says Wido Fath. From now on, customers in Switzerland
and Liechtenstein can also benefit from the know-how, expertise and innovative power.
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FATH is an international company group with headquarters in Spalt and around 370 employees all over the world.
The company is a global leader of innovation and a developer of intelligent system solutions for manufacturing that
benefit the working lives of millions of people. FATH develops and implements holistic solutions that interact in the
following areas: Mechanical engineered components, industrial fitted parts, lean production, automation of
warehouse and intralogistics, digitized production and assembly as well as smart access controls. The group has
locations in Germany, the USA, the PR China, Hungary, Great Britain, Mexico, Brazil, the Netherlands and now also
Switzerland. (fath24.de)
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